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Class: ____________     Student: ____________________ 

 

Unit 3 Quiz 5 

A. Listening & Oral Test (20 %) 

I.  Listen to your teacher and write the correct an swer.  (20%) 

1.  ____________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________ 

2.  ____________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________ 

3.  ____________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________ 

4.  ____________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________ 

 

B. Written Test (80 %) 

I. Check the correct answer. (20%) 
1. I have _____ books. 

� few � a few  � little  � a little 
2. I ‘m happy that _____ friends came to my party. 

� few � a few  � little  � a little 
3. He has _____ friends because he is unfriendly. 

� few � a few  � little  � a little 
4. I have _____ orange juice. 

� few � a few  � little  � a little 
5. There is _____ pollution in that small town. 

� few � a few  � little  � a little 
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II.  Multiple choices. (60%) 

       1. Celery           the           of the plant. 
   (A) is ; stem   (B) are ; leaves (C) does ; root 
       2. Joey            to eat           . 
   (A) loves ; pumpkins (B) likes ; carrot (C) hates ; tomato 
       3. Jenny and Joey           want to eat           for dinner. 
   (A) aren’t ; apple pie (B) don’t ; pizza (C) doesn’t ; rice 
       4.  They            to            pumpkins to make pies. 
   (A) needs ; sell  (B) have ; buy  (C) has ; eat 
       5.  How            do I            to pay for the mushrooms? 
   (A) much ; have  (B) many ; has  (C) often ; going 
       6.  You need to           $1.00           the birthday cake. 
   (A) spend ; in   (B) sell ; on   (C) pay ; for 
       7.  I want to            three            of sugar. 
   (A) sell ; gram  (B) buy ; kilogram (C) take ; pounds 
       8.  Who            the fruit shop            Sesame Street? 
   (A) owns ; on   (B) has ; in   (C) buys ; above 
       9. My mother loves           eat the           of taro plants. 
   (A) of ; stems   (B) to ; leaves  (C) on ; roots 
       10. The corn            a lot of seeds. Jennifer and Joey             
   to eat it in the summer            lots of butter. 
   (A) has ; love ; with (B) is ; like ; of  (C) have ; hate ; to 
      11. Prairie Dawn           many pumpkins in          garden. 
   She likes to            them in the fall. The pumpkins            
   big, round and orange. They are the            of the plant. 
   (A) grows ; she ; bake ; have ; roots       
   (B) makes ; the ; cut ; do ; seeds 
   (C) plants ; her ; cook ; are ; fruits 
      12. The Count and the Countess are           dinner. The 
   Count is          some vegetables.          are long, 
   thin and orange. They are the         of the plant. They  
   are         . 
   (A) cooking ; cutting ; We ; stems ; celery 
   (B) making ; slicing ; They ; roots ; carrots 
   (C) preparing ; baking ; It ; fruits ; pumpkins 
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OPEN SESAME 
   (SB P 24-25; BK 5 WB P 61-64)  

ANWER KEY 

Class: _____________    Student’s Name:  __________ ___ 

A. Listening & Oral Test (20 %) 

I.  Listen to your teacher and write the correct an swer.  (20%) 

1. What do the roots do? 
The roots in the soil drink water to stay the plants alive. 

2. What does the stem do? 
The stem carries the water to leaves that sprout and grow. 

3. What part of the plant looks pretty? 
The flowers look pretty. 

4. What do vegetables provide for people? 
The vegetables provide people vitamins. 

 

B. Written Test (80 %) 

I. Check the correct answer. (20%) 
1. I have _____ books. 

� few � a few  � little  � a little 
2. I ‘m happy that _____ friends came to my party. 

� few � a few  � little  � a little 
3. He has _____ friends because he is unfriendly. 

� few � a few  � little  � a little 
4. I have _____ orange juice. 

� few � a few  � little  � a little 
5. There is _____ pollution in that small town. 

� few � a few  � little  � a little 
 

II.  Multiple choices. (60%) 

   A   1. Celery           the           of the plant. 
   (A) is ; stem   (B) are ; leaves (C) does ; root 
   A   2. Joey            to eat           . 
   (A) loves ; pumpkins (B) likes ; carrot (C) hates ; tomato 
   B   3. Jenny and Joey           want to eat           for dinner. 
   (A) aren’t ; apple pie (B) don’t ; pizza (C) doesn’t ; rice 
   B   4.  They            to            pumpkins to make pies. 
   (A) needs ; sell  (B) have ; buy  (C) has ; eat 
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   A   5.  How            do I            to pay for the mushrooms? 
   (A) much ; have  (B) many ; has  (C) often ; going 
   C   6.  You need to           $1.00           the birthday cake. 
   (A) spend ; in   (B) sell ; on   (C) pay ; for 
   C   7.  I want to            three            of sugar. 
   (A) sell ; gram  (B) buy ; kilogram (C) take ; pounds 
   A   8.  Who            the fruit shop            Sesame Street? 
   (A) owns ; on   (B) has ; in   (C) buys ; above 
   B   9. My mother loves           eat the           of taro plants. 
   (A) of ; stems   (B) to ; leaves  (C) on ; roots 
   A   10. The corn            a lot of seeds. Jennifer and Joey             
   to eat it in the summer            lots of butter. 
   (A) has ; love ; with (B) is ; like ; of  (C) have ; hate ; to 
   C  11. Prairie Dawn           many pumpkins in          garden. 
   She likes to            them in the fall. The pumpkins            
   big, round and orange. They are the            of the plant. 
   (A) grows ; she ; bake ; have ; roots       
   (B) makes ; the ; cut ; do ; seeds 
   (C) plants ; her ; cook ; are ; fruits 
   B  12. The Count and the Countess are           dinner. The 
   Count is          some vegetables.          are long, 
   thin and orange. They are the         of the plant. They  
   are         . 
   (A) cooking ; cutting ; We ; stems ; celery 
   (B) making ; slicing ; They ; roots ; carrots 
   (C) preparing ; baking ; It ; fruits ; pumpkins 
 
 
 
 
 
 


